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Under the Microscope:
FOLLETERRE ANNUAL WINTER VISION CIRCLE
What is it? What happens there? Can I attend? and other questions..
“What is it?” interestingly, as a question asked by many of the participants at the one that
took place in Amsterdam. Why Vision Circle? Well, I have been with Folleterre from the first
year of our Sanctuary, but not before- and Vision Circles took place in Eurofaeries, starting I think
1995, leading to the search for a Sanctuary by those now known as “Landfinders”. In the first years
of Folleterre there were indeed Visioning processes. I can recall one upstairs in what is now known
as the Hospitality Suite, hosted by Butch Buddha. The paper we all wrote our ideas down still exists.
The first of the annual series of meetings of stewards and others (ALL steward circles to my
knowledge have been “open” and not exclusive) took place at EW's shared house near Bonn in
Germany in 2009. In 2010 at a community at Uedem across the border into Germany from
Nederlands. 2011 in Hastings, England at Rainbow's. 2012 atTricky and Sacerdos's in Antwerp,
Belgium. The “2013” gathering was actually just into 2014 and was at Lovebug's community in
Amsterdam (so we've tried roughly to move between the different countries of the majority of
Folleterre members/attendees). France looks a good bet for next venue.

What is the purpose and content? Firstly, for the new grouping of stewards to “bond” over a long
weekend with a chance to get to know each other- have some social time, some practical meeting
time but also “Vision” time? It has become clearer to most that these events are much more about
discovering the different nature of the Visions of one's “fellowtravellers” than attempting to reach
consensus on a common single vision. I have long-believed this extremely useful as my
experience has shown me many of us make an incorrect assumption from the beginning that we all
think and aspire basically alike. Without arguing about “fundamentals”, I know this NOT to be
true. We are a broad “church*” and if some see this as a weakness, I experience it as a strength. I
can recall sharp intakes of disbelieving breath at Uedem as the views of one or two faeries was
unpacked in heart-space:-)

* the emotive word, church, comes from the Greek kyrios so far as I know and
means: “community”
OK- aside from “bonding”, puppy piles- fun in the sauna (no it is not all about sex or even
intimacy, tho' it was very nice to wake up in bed in Amsterdam and cuddle progressively with first
one, then two, then three, then four fabulous faeries before heading of to breakfast and “work”:)..
there is some TIME. For years we experienced a pressured fast meeting of new stewards at the end
of Summer Gathering trying to get all together just before one or more were leaving. Time to walk
and talk and not just be “in meeting”. Time to cook together (though very often we have benefited
from faeries being round to cook for the meeting more than to fully participate in all circles**).
There has been the opportunity sometimes to encounter host faeries in their very own context- their
home.. always deeply informative as I know from the pilgrimages I made in the early years to be
with faeries not just at Gatherings but as a guest in their homes.

Sometimes, these Gatherings have been an opportunity to sort out inter-personal problems- getting all the shit out of our
systems/cearing the air. There has been a fairly consistent element of
journeying, of a shamanic, mystical or at least guided visualisation/meditation element to bring us
together sweetly into the shared space. Every year someone raises the question “why don't we
have these gatherings at Folleterre itself?” This year was no exception. To-date we have opted for
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the election of new stewards and the end of our “season” at Folleterre, but a little space away from
our year of Gatherings in order to allow for reflection and to promote a good review of our year
(what went well/what could have been done better) which has been a key part of Vision Circles.
Folleterre has been considered too distracting, cold and uncomfortable during winter so far. But
some double-glazing and completion of more projects and who knows; there may one day be a
Vision Circle at the Sanctuary, perhaps at Samhain, after Lumbers has finished.
Any Folleterre faerie is welcome to attend these Gatherings. Sometimes sleeping space has tended
to limit numbers, but I cannot recall anyone being declined for this reason. Transport costs have
always been born by those attending. In last years there has been a budget of 300 euros to spend.
At Uedem this was for venue hire. After that it has gone on food. Expect around a dozen fairies at
such a Gathering, including one or two who will come part of the time. Who “leads”? This goes to
the essence of our relationship with each other as faeries at Folleterre, and it could fairly be said to
be undefined. The faerie who hosts (if in a faerie's own home) has in the past put her/his self in the
background and very much in the way of service. The person who calls the Gathering may well
have a say in putting together a programme (the Chair of Steward Circle, the Gatherings Princess
or Secretary maybe) Fauny offered himself as Vision Keeper a few years back (to offer a key
word o theme for focus on for the year ahead). This last Vision Circle saw a shift away from
openness to this offering, although a long letter around Vision from Fauny was read out along with
other offerings, solicited by Waitari, during the Circle. It is an open and evolving process that
stands on the shoulders of all that has preceded it without being in any way constrained by the past.

I am hoping next time we may be able to meet in Paris (personal view)
*The emotive word “church” comes from Grekk and means “community” to my
knowledge
** selectively (from memory) big thanks to Harry and to Pikachu as cooks

Notre Dame des Arbres xxxx

2014 Folleterre Gathering Dates
email Lovebug and Coco, Gathering Princesses for 2014 at: gatheringprincesses@folleterre.org for any general enquiries
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DATES

GATHERING

2 – 9 May
10th – 17th May
28th May – 1st June
5th – 14th June
12th – 19th July
26th – 31st July
2nd – 3rd August
4th – 13th August
Dates not Confirmed
Dates not Confirmed

Spring Community Week
Beltane
Rheingolds
Musical Creative Arts Gathering
Sex Magick
Summer Gathering Community
Week
Great Circle
Summer Gathering
Lumber Janes
Quiet Gathering

ORGANISERS

Firefly
Heidi
Wood Pigeon, Splendide
Chas & Co
Administrative Council
Lovebug, Coco
Junis

KEEP AN EYE OUT ON THE FOLLETERRE WEBSITE
FOR GATHERING ORGANISER UPDATES AND
REGISTRATION INFORMATION

